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Step back in time and discover the sights, sounds and smells of London through the ages in this enthralling journey into
the capital's rich, teeming and occasionally hazardous past. Let time traveller Dr Matthew Green be your guide to six
extraordinary periods in London's history - the ages of Shakespeare, medieval city life, plague, coffee houses, the reign of
Victoria and the Blitz. We'll turn back the clock to the time of Shakespeare and visit a savage bull and bear baiting arena
on the Bankside. In medieval London, we'll circle the walls as the city lies barricaded under curfew, while spinning further
forward in time we'll inhale the 'holy herb' in an early tobacco house, before peering into an open plague pit. In the 18th
century, we'll navigate the streets in style with a ride on a sedan chair, and when we land in Victorian London, we'll take a
tour of freak-show booths and meet the Elephant Man. You'll meet pornographers and traitors, actors and apothecaries,
the mad, bad and dangerous to know, all desperate to show you the thrilling and vibrant history of the world's liveliest city.
'No Feelings', 'No Fun', 'No Future'. The years 1976–84 saw punk emerge and evolve as a fashion, a musical form, an
attitude and an aesthetic. Against a backdrop of social fragmentation, violence, high unemployment and socio-economic
change, punk rejuvenated and re-energised British youth culture, inserting marginal voices and political ideas into pop.
Fanzines and independent labels flourished; an emphasis on doing it yourself enabled provincial scenes to form beyond
London's media glare. This was the period of Rock Against Racism and benefit gigs for the Campaign for Nuclear
Disarmament and the striking miners. Matthew Worley charts the full spectrum of punk's cultural development from the Sex
Pistols, Buzzcocks and Slits through the post-punk of Joy Division, the industrial culture of Throbbing Gristle and onto the
1980s diaspora of anarcho-punk, Oi! and goth. He recaptures punk's anarchic force as a medium through which the
frustrated and the disaffected could reject, revolt and re-invent.
Lynsey Hanley was born and raised just outside of Birmingham on what was then the largest council estate in Europe, and
she has lived for years on an estate in London's East End. Writing with passion, humour and a sense of history, she
recounts the rise of social housing a century ago, its adoption as a fundamental right by leaders of the social welfare state
in the mid-century and its decline - as both idea and reality - in the 1960s and '70s. Throughout, Hanley focuses on how
shifting trends in urban planning and changing government policies - from Homes Fit for Heroes to Le Corbusier's concrete
tower blocks, to the Right to Buy - affected those so often left out of the argument over council estates: the millions of
people who live on them. What emerges is a vivid mix of memoir and social history, an engaging and illuminating book
about a corner of society that the rest of Britain has left in the dark.
From the art deco factories of the 1920s through to the skyscraper boom of the twenty-first century, Modern London takes
you on an illustrated tour of the capital’s ever-changing landscape. Shaped variously by war, economics, population
growth and design trends, the city has been moulded by some of the greatest modern architects and to this day remains a
centre of building design and experimentation. Through intricate graphic illustrations and accessible entertaining text,
London’s streets, structures and transport systems of the last century are brought to life. Discover long lost treasures such
as the Firestone Factory and marvel at modern–day masterpieces like the London Aquatics centre; delight in previously
vilified social housing projects such as the Balfron Tower, and discover the drama behind bold, eccentric designs like the
‘Cheesegrater’. The city’s skyline can change in an instant; Modern London invites you to sit back and survey the scene so
far.
Thatcher's Progress
An Intimate History
Neoliberal Housing Policy
Militant Modernism
The Town of Tomorrow; 50 Years of Thamesmead
Concretopia
Punk, Politics and British Youth Culture, 1976–1984
From a major British political thinker and activist, a passionate case that both the left and right have lost their
faith in ordinary people and must learn to find it again. This is an age of polarization. It’s us vs. them. The battle
lines are clear, and compromise is surrender. As Out of the Ordinary reminds us, we have been here before.
From the 1920s to the 1950s, in a world transformed by revolution and war, extreme ideologies of left and right
fueled utopian hopes and dystopian fears. In response, Marc Stears writes, a group of British writers, artists,
photographers, and filmmakers showed a way out. These men and women, including J. B. Priestley, George
Orwell, Barbara Jones, Dylan Thomas, Laurie Lee, and Bill Brandt, had no formal connection to one another. But
they each worked to forge a politics that resisted the empty idealisms and totalizing abstractions of their time.
Instead they were convinced that people going about their daily lives possess all the insight, virtue, and
determination required to build a good society. In poems, novels, essays, films, paintings, and photographs,
they gave witness to everyday people’s ability to overcome the supposedly insoluble contradictions between
tradition and progress, patriotism and diversity, rights and duties, nationalism and internationalism,
conservatism and radicalism. It was this humble vision that animated the great Festival of Britain in 1951 and
put everyday citizens at the heart of a new vision of national regeneration. A leading political theorist and a
veteran of British politics, Stears writes with unusual passion and clarity about the achievements of these
apostles of the ordinary. They helped Britain through an age of crisis. Their ideas might do so again, in the
United Kingdom and beyond.
A passionate and personal book about the writer's own love for a controversial architectural style. Whether you
love or hate brutalist buildings, this book will explain what it is about them that elicits such strong feeling. You
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will understand the true power of concrete and of mammoth-sized buildings, but also some of the more subtle
aspects of brutalist buildings that you may not have known or considered. Brutalist architecture, which
flourished in the 1950s to mid-1970s, gained its name from the term ' Béton-brut', or raw concrete – the material
of choice for the movement. British architectural critic Reyner Banham adapted the term into 'brutalism'
(originally 'New Brutalism') to identify the emerging style. The architectural style – typified by buildings such as
Trellick Tower in London and Unité D'Habitation in Marseille – is controversial but has an enthusiastic fan base,
including the author who is on a mission to explain his passion. John Grindrod's book will be enlightening for
those new to the subject, bringing humour, insight and honesty to the subject but will also interest those
already immersed in built culture. Illustrated with striking drawings by The Brutal Artist, the book is divided up
into a series of mini essays that explains the brutalist world from a human aspect, as well as an architectural,
historical and even pop cultural angle. The book journeys from the UK to discover brutalism and its influence
around the world – from Le Corbusier's designs in Chandigarh, India, to Lina Bo Bardi's buildings in Brazil.
A captivating exploration of Britain's most iconic contemporary buildings, from the Barratt home to the
Millennium Dome. 'A love letter to contemporary buildings and a fantastic account of recent British history, rich
in humour.' NINA STIBBE 'Brilliant, encyclopaedic, funny and often cutting.' DANNY DORLING 'An eloquent,
witty, passionate tour of Britain since the 1980s.' JOHN BOUGHTON 'Recounts the stories of our lived
landscapes with wit, passion and a shot of anger.' TOM DYCKHOFF 'Grindrod has spoken to everyone and his
observations are humane and acute.' OWEN HATHERLEY Wimpey homes. Millennium monuments. Riverside
flats. Wind farms. Spectacular skyscrapers. City centre apartments. Out of town malls. The buildings designed
in our lifetimes encapsulate the dreams and aspirations of our culture, while also revealing the sobering
realities. Whether modest or monumental, they offer a living history of Britain, symbols of the forces that have
shaped our modern landscape and icons in their own right. ICONICON is an enthralling journey around the
Britain we have created since 1980: the horrors and delights, the triumphs and failures. From space-age tower
blocks to suburban business parks, and from postmodernist exuberance to Passivhaus eco-efficiency, this is
at once a revelatory architectural grand tour and an endlessly witty and engaging piece of social history.
This book charts the development of the multiplex cinema as the pre-eminent form of film exhibition across the
world. Going from its origins in the USA in the 1960s to its expansion overseas from the mid-1980s across
Europe, Australia and other parts of Asia-Pacific, the book considers the emergence of a series of initially
regional, then national and then international exhibition circuits. However, more than a consideration of US
overseas expansion on the part of companies, this book examines the hegemony of the multiplex as a cultural
and business form, arguing for its significance as a phenomenon that has transcended national and global
boundaries and which has become the predominant venue for film viewing. Implicit in this analysis is a
recognition of the domination of US media multi-nationals and Hollywood cinema, and the development of the
multiplex cinema as symbolic of the extension and maintenance of the USA’s cultural and economic power.
With case studies ranging from European countries such as Belgium, France, Germany and The Netherlands, to
Pacific-Asian countries such as Australia, China, Japan and South Korea, this book is the first to explore the
development of multiplexes on a global scale.
Shouting at the Telly
A Journey Around the Landmark Buildings of Contemporary Britain
High-Rise Homes, Estates and Communities in the Post-War Period
Construct Your Own Concrete Capital
Rebuilding Britain's Blitzed Cities
How to Love Brutalism
How our nation has changed and why there is no going back
This book explores the concept of ‘home’ in Liverpool over phases of ‘regeneration’ following the Second World War. Using
qualitative research in the oral history tradition, it explores what the author conceptualises as ‘forward-facing’ regeneration in the
period up to the 1980s, and neoliberal regeneration interventions that ‘prioritise the past’ from the 1980s to the present. The author
examines how the shift towards city centre-focused redevelopment and ‘event-led’ initiatives has implications for the way residents
make sense of their conceptualisations of ‘home’, and demonstrates how the shift in regeneration focus, discourse, and practice,
away from Liverpool’s neighbourhood districts and towards the city centre, has produced changes in the ways that residents
identify with neighbourhoods and the city centre, with prominence being given to the latter. Employing Pierre Bourdieu’s concepts
of habitus and field as mechanisms for understanding different senses of home and shifts from localised views to globalised views,
this book will appeal to those with interests in urban sociology, regeneration, geography, sociology, home cultures, and cities.
An invaluable guide to lives and work of Frank Gehry, Atoni Gaud , Frank Lloyd Wright, Louis Kahn, Maya Lin, and other important
figures of 20th and 21st century architecture. Martin Filler's "contribution to both architecture criticism and general readers'
understanding is invaluable," according to Publishers Weekly. This latest installment in his acclaimed Makers of Modern
Architecture series again demonstrates his unparalleled skill in explaining the revolutionary changes that have reshaped the built
environment over the past century and a half. These studies of more than two dozen master builders--women and men, celebrated
and obscure, idealists and opportunists--range from the environmental pioneer Frederick Law Olmsted and the mystical eccentric
Antoni Gaud to the present-day visionaries Frank Gehry and Maya Lin. Filler's broad knowledge embraces everything from the
glittering Viennese luxury of Josef Hoffmann to the heavy-duty construction of the New Brutalists, from the low-cost postwar
suburbs of the Levitt Brothers to today's super-tall condo towers on Manhattan's Billionaire's Row. Sometimes the interplay of
social and political forces leads to dark results, as with Hitler's favorite architect, Albert Speer, and interior designer, Gerdy Troost.
More often, though, heroic figures including Frank Lloyd Wright, Louis Kahn, and Lina Bo Bardi offer uplifting inspiration for the
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future of the one art form we all live with—and in—every day.
Carey Fleiner examines English rock group the Kinks and their social and cultural influences both on and by the group from the
early '60s to present day. In and around the biographical survey of the band's career, The Kinks looks at the several contexts in
which the Kinks—and more recently, band founders and brother Ray and Dave Davies as solo acts—created and performed their
work.
Locating Imagination in Popular Culture offers a multi-disciplinary account of the ways in which popular culture, tourism and
notions of place intertwine in an environment characterized by ongoing processes of globalization, digitization and an increasingly
ubiquitous nature of multi-media. Centred around the concept of imagination, the authors demonstrate how popular culture and
media are becoming increasingly important in the ways in which places and localities are imagined, and how they also
subsequently stimulate a desire to visit the actual places in which people’s favourite stories are set. With examples drawn from
around the globe, the book offers a unique study of the role of narratives conveyed through media in stimulating and reflecting
desire in tourism. This book will have appeal in a wide variety of academic disciplines, ranging from media and cultural studies to
fan- and tourism studies, cultural geography, literary studies and cultural sociology.
Makers of Modern Architecture, Volume III
Glasgow
Window-Shopping Through the Iron Curtain
Who Governs Britain?
Paradoxical Urbanism
Geographies of Transport and Mobility
Screening the World

Many British cities were devastated by bombing during the Second World War and faced
stark economic dilemmas concerning reconstruction planning and implementation after 1945.
How did politicians, civil servants and local authorities manage to produce the cities we
live in today? Rebuilding Britain's Blitzed Cities examines the underlying processes and
pressures, especially financial and bureaucratic, which shaped postwar urbanism in
Britain. Catherine Flinn integrates architectural planning with in-depth economic and
political analyses of Britain's blitzed cities for the first time. She examines early
reconstruction arrangements, the postwar economic apparatus and the challenges of postwar
physical planning across the country, while providing insightful case studies from the
cities of Hull, Exeter and Liverpool. By addressing the ideology versus the reality of
reconstruction in postwar Britain, Rebuilding Britain's Blitzed Cities highlights the
importance of economic and political factors for understanding the British postwar built
environment.
After 1945 it was not just Europe’s parliamentary buildings that promised to house
democracy: hotels in Turkey and Dutch shopping malls proposed new democratic attitudes
and feelings. Housing programs in the United Kingdom, the United States, and the Soviet
Union were designed with the aim of creating new social relations among citizens and thus
better, more equal societies. Architecture, Democracy, and Emotions focuses on these
competing promises of consumer democracy, welfare democracy, and socialist democracy.
Spanning from Turkey across Eastern and Western Europe to the United States, the chapters
investigate the emotional politics of housing and representation during the height of the
Cold War, as well as its aftermath post-1989. The book assembles detailed research on how
the claims and aspirations of being "democratic" influenced the affects of architecture,
and how these claims politicized space. Architecture, Democracy, and Emotions contributes
to the study of Europe’s "democratic age" beyond Cold War divisions without diminishing
political differences. The combination of an emotional history of democracy with an
architectural history of emotions distinguishes the book’s approach from other recent
investigations into the interconnection of mind, body, and space.
Was Britain's postwar rebuilding the height of mid-century chic or the concrete
embodiment of crap towns? John Grindrod decided to find out how blitzed, slum-ridden and
crumbling austerity Britain became, in a few short years, a space-age world of concrete,
steel and glass. What he finds is a story of dazzling space-age optimism, ingenuity and
helipads - so many helipads - tempered by protests, deadly collapses and scandals that
shook the government.
Mastering Primary Geography introduces the primary geography curriculum and helps
trainees and teachers learn how to plan and teach inspiring lessons that make learning
geography irresistible. Topics covered include: · Current developments in geography ·
Geography as an irresistible activity · Geography as a practical activity · Skills to
develop in geography · Promoting curiosity · Assessing children in geography · Practical
issues This guide includes examples of children's work, case studies, readings to reflect
upon and reflective questions that all help to show students and teachers what is
considered to be best and most innovative practice, and how they can use that knowledge
in their own teaching to the greatest effect. The book draws on the experience of two
leading professionals in primary geography, Anthony Barlow and Sarah Whitehouse, to
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provide the essential guide to teaching geography for all trainee and qualified primary
teachers.
How the Built Environment Made Twentieth-Century Britain
Foula
Prospects and Challenges in an Age of Climate Change
Running the Family Firm
A Journey Around the Rebuilding of Postwar Britian
Global Development of the Multiplex Cinema
From Antoni Gaudí to Maya Lin
Geographies of Transport and Mobility aims to provide a comprehensive and evidenced account of the intellectual and pragmatic
challenges for personal mobility in the twenty-first century. In doing so, it argues that geographers have a key role to play in
shaping academic and policy debates on how personal mobility can become more sustainable. The book is structured in three
parts. Part I explores how personal mobility has evolved since the mid-nineteenth century, plotting the intricate relationship
between new forms of mobile technology, urban planning and design and social practices. Part II examines how researchers study
transport and mobility, and outlines the different intellectual trajectories of transport geography and geographies of mobilities. Part
III then outlines and discusses the discourse of sustainable mobility that has emerged in recent years; the ways in which social,
economic and environmental sustainability can be promoted through different strategies, focusing on behavioural change and
urban design. Geographies of Transport and Mobility provides a unique perspective on personal mobility by demonstrating how
the way we travel has developed through complex economic and social processes. It argues that this historical context is critical
for considering how mobility in the twenty-first century can be more sustainable, not just environmentally, but also economically
and socially. As such, it argues for a renewed focus on sustainable place making as a way to radically shift mobility practices.
Geographies of Transport and Mobility is designed to appeal to advanced level undergraduate students and researchers in the
fields of geography, anthropology, psychology, sociology and transport studies.
A host of comedians, writers and viewers, including Rebecca Front, Andrew Collins, Kevin Eldon, Emma Kennedy, Richard
Herring, Jim Shelley and David Quantick share funny and heartfelt rants and raves on everything from soaps to sitcoms, sci-fi to
reality shows, HBO to QVC. All of TV is here: the age-old rift between BBC and ITV that tore families apart; the secret shame of
crying at adverts; and those significant moments in life when television has made for an unforgettable backdrop. Richard Herring
has a controversial new theory about Goodnight Sweetheart, Boyd Hilton shares his all-time comedy top ten and Rebecca Front
demolishes the clichs of news reading. They're joined by a list of fellow telly addicts with axes to grind, . So, if you have ever
rooted for the most offensive candidates in The Apprentice or repeatedly corrected Supernanny Jo Frost's pronounciation of
'unacceptable' then this book will give you and your spleen many happy memories of the hours you've spent shouting at the telly.
‘In their beautifully written book, O’Brien and Doyle tell a story of small places – where human rights and administrative justice
matter most. A human rights discourse is cleverly intertwined with the debates about the relationship between the citizen and the
state and between citizens themselves. O’Brien and Doyle re-imagine administrative justice with the ombud institution at its core.
This book is a must read for anyone interested in a democratic vision of human rights deeply embedded within the administrative
justice system.’—Naomi Creutzfeldt, University of Westminster, UK 'Doyle and O'Brien's book makes an important and timely
contribution to the growing literature on administrative justice, and breaks new ground in the way that it re-imagines the field. The
book is engagingly written and makes a powerful case for reform, drawing on case studies and examples, and nicely combining
theory and practice. The vision the authors provide of a more potent and coherent approach to administrative justice will be a key
reference point for scholars, policymakers and practitioners working in this field for years to come.'—Dr Chris Gill, Lecturer in
Public Law, University of Glasgow 'This immensely readable book ambitiously and successfully re-imagines adminstrative justice
as an instrument of institutional reform, public trust, social rights and political friendship. It does so by expertly weaving together
many disparate motifs and threads to produce an elegant tapestry illustrating a remaking of administrative justice as a set of
principles with the ombud institution at its centre.’—Carolyn Hirst, Independent Researcher and Mediator, Hirstworks /divThis book
reconnects everyday justice with social rights. It rediscovers human rights in the 'small places' of housing, education, health and
social care, where administrative justice touches the citizen every day, and in doing so it re-imagines administrative justice and
expands its democratic reach. The institutions of everyday justice – ombuds, tribunals and mediation – rarely herald their role in
human rights frameworks, and never very loudly. For the most part, human rights and administrative justice are ships that pass in
the night. Drawing on design theory, the book proposes to remedy this alienation by replacing current orthodoxies, not least that of
'user focus', with more promising design principles of community, network and openness. Thus re-imagined, the future of both
administrative justice and social rights is demosprudential, firmly rooted in making response to citizen grievance more democratic
and embedding legal change in the broader culture./div/div
The British system has been radically transformed in recent decades, far more than most of us realise. As acclaimed political
scientist and bestselling author Anthony King shows, this transformation lies at the heart of British politics today. Imagining - or
pretending - that the British political system and Britain's place in the world have not greatly changed, our political leaders
consistently promise more than they can perform. Political and economic power is now widely dispersed both inside and outside
the UK, but Westminster politicians still talk the language of Attlee and Churchill. How exactly has the British system changed?
Where does power now lie? In Who Governs Britain?, King offers the first assessment in many years of Britain's governing
arrangements as a whole, providing much needed context for the 2015 general election.
Place, Tourism and Belonging
An International Perspective
Realising Health
Blessed are the Poor?
Anti-Urban Currents in Modern Urbanism
Further Studies in the History of Construction: the Proceedings of the Third Annual Conference of the Construction History Society
Modern London
In recent decades, the global wealth of the rich has soared to leave huge chasms of wealth inequality. This book argues that we cannot talk
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about inequalities in Britain today without talking about the monarchy. Running the Family Firm explores the postwar British monarchy in
order to understand its economic, political, social and cultural functions. Although the monarchy is usually positioned as a backward-looking,
archaic institution and an irrelevant anachronism to corporate forms of wealth and power, the relationship between monarchy and capitalism is
as old as capitalism itself. This book frames the monarchy as the gold standard corporation: The Firm. Using a set of case studies – the Queen,
Prince Charles, Prince Harry, Kate Middleton and Meghan Markle – it contends that The Firm’s power is disguised through careful stage
management of media representations of the royal family. In so doing, it extends conventional understandings of what monarchy is and why it
matters.
Modernist urbanism seems progressive, even Utopian: design for a better world through a democratic and humane built environment. But two
currents undermine this vision from within: an Arcadianism which turns to a rural idyll as retreat from change and the effects of
industrialization; and an instrumentalism by which the humane vision becomes prescriptive and anti-democratic. Malcolm Miles argues that
these two currents undermine modernism’s progressive vision. This book examines the roots of modernist urbanism in the seamless, selfcontained systems of Cartesian space; and identifies contradictions within modernist urbanism in its instrumentalism and reliance on depoliticised professional expertise. Miles adroitly reviews the postmodern culture of industrial ruinscapes; and posits that if cities are to be places
of proximity, diversity, mobility and agency, this will require a move from modernist instrumentalism to a creative and radically democratic coproduction of the built environment.
In the wake of an unparalleled housing crisis at the end of the Second World War, Glasgow Corporation rehoused the tens of thousands of
private tenants who were living in overcrowded and unsanitary conditions in unimproved Victorian slums. Adopting the designs, the materials
and the technologies of modernity they built into the sky, developing high-rise estates on vacant sites within the city and on its periphery. This
book uniquely focuses on the people's experience of this modern approach to housing, drawing on oral histories and archival materials to reflect
on the long-term narrative and significance of high-rise homes in the cityscape. It positions them as places of identity formation, intimacy and
well-being. With discussions on interior design and consumption, gender roles, children, the elderly, privacy, isolation, social networks and
nuisance, Glasgow examines the connections between architectural design, planning decisions and housing experience to offer some timely and
prescient observations on the success and failure of this very modern housing solution at a moment when high flats are simultaneously
denigrated in the social housing sector while being built afresh in the private sector. Glasgow is aimed at an academic readership, including
postgraduate students, scholars and researchers. It will be of interest to social, cultural and urban historians particularly interested in the United
Kingdom.
How our nation has changed and why there's no going back Scotland has changed fundamentally. This story has become a familiar one, but
have we yet understood its full meaning and the resulting consequences? What kind of choices do we face as a society and nation about our
future, and how can we best shape them? Scotland the Bold explores how Scotland became what it is, considers what choices and obstacles it
faces, identifies signs of people taking power into their own hands and addresses what we can all do to create a radically different, democratic
and better Scotland. Scotland is now visibly different from the rest of the UK and the self-evidently bankrupt economic, social and political
thinking that dominate British elites. Majority Scottish opinion is repulsed by a million people relying on food-banks and the prevalence of
welfare sanctions in the fifth richest economy in the world. However, that doesn’t mean that Scotland is automatically morally superior - for in
our own nation we have our own poverty, our own shames and silences, and our own elites. For self-government to have any meaning it entails
addressing some hard and difficult truths about ourselves. All of this requires that we begin to talk honestly and maturely about Scotland’s
future and some of the difficult choices we will have to make; reflecting on where we have come from, what we are proud of, mistakes, and
how we do things better in the future. 'There could be no better harbinger... of possibilities than this bracing, searching, discomforting and
ultimately exhilarating book.' Fintan O'Toole, Irish Times
Island West of the Sun
Urban Regeneration and Neoliberalism
Transport and Its Place in History
Mastering Primary Geography
Hopeful Dreams, Stark Realities
The Politics of Feeling since 1945
Papers from the Library History Seminar XIII

Listening intently to what the poor have to say is Laurie Green’s way into a new study of Jesus’
most famous Beatitude – Blessed are the Poor. Combining years of pavement level experience
with informed biblical analysis he sets out for us how the perspective of the poor opens us up
to new biblical and theological insights. These issue in a radical rethink about mission and
what it means to be Church in a post-secular society. The book introduces us to Britain’s
poorest housing estates and uses the radical edge of contextual theology to present a
prophetic challenge to each one of us, and to a Church which is reluctant to respond seriously
to the challenges of the Beatitudes.
Many consider libraries to be immutable institutions, deeply entrenched in the past, full of
dusty tomes and musty staff. In truth, libraries are and historically have been sites of
innovation and disruption. Originally presented at the Library History Seminar XII: Libraries:
Traditions and Innovations, this collection of essays offers examples of the enduring and
evolving aspects of libraries and librarianship. Whether belonging to a Caliph in 10th-century
Spain, built for 19th-century mechanics, or intended for the segregated Southern United
States, libraries serve as both a reflection and a contestation of their context. These essays
illustrate that libraries are places of turmoil, where real social and cultural controversies are
explored and resolved, where invention takes place, and where identities are challenged and
defined, reinforcing tradition and commanding innovation.
Transport and mobility history is one of the most exciting areas of historical research at the
present. As its scope expands, it entices scholars working in fields as diverse as historical
geography, management studies, sociology, industrial archaeology, cultural and literary
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studies, ethnography, and anthropology, as well as those working in various strands of
historical research. Containing contributions exploring transport and mobility history after
1800, this volume of eclectic chapters shows how new subjects are explored, new sources are
being encountered, considered and used, and how increasingly diverse and innovative
methodological lenses are applied to both new and well-travelled subjects. From canals to
Concorde, from freight to passengers, from screen to literature, the contents of this book will
therefore not only demonstrate the cutting edge of research, and deliver valuable new insights
into the role and position of transport and mobility in history, but it will also evidence the
many and varied directions and possibilities that exist for the field’s future development.
The book presents 170 images, mainly shop window displays, shot by artist David Hlynsky
during the final years of the collapsing Soviet empire in Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, East Germany and Moscow, using a Hasselblad camera to capture the
slow, undramatic moments of daily life on the streets. The photographs are accompanied by
essays by art historian Martha Langford and cultural studies specialist Jody Berland, as well as
Hlynskys own account of his time as a flâneur in the shopping plazas behind the Iron Curtain.
The New Liverpool Home
Architecture, Democracy and Emotions
Libraries of Light
How the monarchy manages its image and our money
Foundations
Making the Connections
Human Rights in Small Places
In 'The Town of Tomorrow', 50 years of Thamesmead's history have been assembled and preserved. The architecture of the town and its
inhabitants are captured by archive material combined with newly commissioned photography by Tara Darby. Original plans, models,
postcards, leaflets and newspaper cuttings are presented alongside interviews with local residents. Together with an introductory essay by
John Grindrod, the images convey the story of this influential but often misunderstood town, from the dreams and excitement of its ambitious
original vision to the complex realities of living there today. Peter Chadwick is the author of 'This Brutal World' (Phaidon). John Grindrod is the
author of 'Concretopia: A Journey Around the Rebuilding of Postwar Britain' (Faber & Faber)
This book is the third in the series of volumes which provide the papers of the conferences held at Queens' College, Cambridge by the
Construction History Society. Papers cover different aspects of the history of construction, including studies of different building materials,
building firms, the development and education of building professionals, the construction of buildings and infrastructure, methods and
techniques of construction, and other subjects related to the history and development of buildings.
Appealing to fans of architecture, this ingeniously designed book lets you build replicas of some of London s iconic post-war concrete
structures while learning about their place in the city s architectural history. In this fun and intellectually stimulating book, readers can recreate
a number of London s most renowned Brutalist buildings. Opening with an informative history of the origins and philosophy of Brutalist
architecture, the book then focuses on 9 buildings, including the Barbican Estate, Robin Hood Gardens, Balfron Tower and the National
Theatre. The first part of the book looks at the significance of each of these buildings, with a short chapter on each, complete with texts and
images. The second part of the book consists of a series of 9 pre-cut and folded buildings, printed on heavy card stock, that readers can
detach and construct with easy-to-follow instructions. At once fun and informative, this unique book offers a challenging and entertaining
approach to architecture."
An urban history of modern Britain, and how the built environment shaped the nation’s politics Foundations is a history of twentieth-century
Britain told through the rise, fall, and reinvention of six different types of urban space: the industrial estate, shopping precinct, council estate,
private flats, shopping mall, and suburban office park. Sam Wetherell shows how these spaces transformed Britain’s politics, economy, and
society, helping forge a midcentury developmental state and shaping the rise of neoliberalism after 1980. From the mid-twentieth century,
spectacular new types of urban space were created in order to help remake Britain’s economy and society. Government-financed industrial
estates laid down infrastructure to entice footloose capitalists to move to depressed regions of the country. Shopping precincts allowed
politicians to plan precisely for postwar consumer demand. Public housing modernized domestic life and attempted to create new
communities out of erstwhile strangers. In the latter part of the twentieth century many of these spaces were privatized and reimagined as
their developmental aims were abandoned. Industrial estates became suburban business parks. State-owned shopping precincts became
private shopping malls. The council estate was securitized and enclosed. New types of urban space were imported from American suburbia,
and planners and politicians became increasingly skeptical that the built environment could remake society. With the midcentury built
environment becoming obsolete, British neoliberalism emerged in tense negotiation with the awkward remains of built spaces that had to be
navigated and remade. Taking readers to almost every major British city as well as to places in the United States and Britain’s empire,
Foundations highlights how some of the major transformations of twentieth-century British history were forged in the everyday spaces where
people lived, worked, and shopped.
London
The Peckham Experiment, Its Descendants, and the Spirit of Hygiea
Iconicon
Locating Imagination in Popular Culture
No Future
British public library design in the long 1960s
A Thoroughly English Phenomenon
Forgotten edgelands, furious battles, suburban mysteries - discover the secret history of our green belts. Green belts are
part of the landscape and psyche of post-war Britain, but have led to conflicts at every level of society - between
conservationists and developers, town and country, politicians and people, nimbys and the forces of progress. Growing up
on 'the last road in London' on an estate at the edge of the woods, John Grindrod had a childhood that mirrored these
tensions. His family, too, seemed caught between two worlds: his wheelchair-bound mother and soft hearted father had
moved from the inner city and had trouble adjusting. His warring brothers struggled too: there was the sporty one who
loved the outdoors, and the agoraphobic who hated it. And then there was John, an unremarkable boy on the edge of it all
discovering something magical. In the green belts John discovers strange hidden places, from nuclear bunkers to buried
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landfill sites, and along the way meets planners, protestors, foresters and residents whose passions for and against the
green belt tell a fascinating tale of Britain today. The first book to tell the story of Britain's green belts, Outskirts is at once a
fascinating social history, a stirring evocation of the natural world, and a poignant tale of growing up in a place, and within a
family, like no other.
At the outer western edge of Shetland, 20 miles off the shores of the mainland, lies a more solitary isle, less nestled into the
group. Foula is the furthest afield of Shetland's own islands, to the outside world a place of mystery, wildness and,
depending on one's point of view, scary isolation. But these fanciful perspectives can obscure what really happens there. In
the early 1980s, one of the inhabitants decided to record the passage of a year of Foula life. Sheila Gear, a zoology
graduate married to one of the island's crofters, with three young children and a myriad of other responsibilities, took time
out to paint the reader a picture: of extraordinarily changeable weather ranging from searing icy windstorms to idyllic
blooming quiescence; of the heartbreak of the deaths of loved livestock exposed to the harshness of wintry conditions, and
the playful joy and excitement of the births of new generations of creatures in the spring; of the back-breaking work to till
the land and marshal its bounty, managing plenty and lack with equal aplomb; of the distinct specialness of the landscape,
its peaks and cliffs soaring many hundreds of feet into the air, and its wild bird inhabitants' habits and idiosyncrasies; and of
the people who live there and what makes them tick - their frustrations at the lack of governmental investment in the
island's infrastructure, their amusement at the foibles of incomers, their enmeshedness within such a small community,
their devotion to their island home. Gear also gives us snapshots of the island's history - its characters, its economy, its
shipwrecks, and the ebb and flow of its fortunes. Replete with the spirit of the island, and crammed with detail, Foula: Island
West of the Sun is a remarkable record of survival and thriving in a place which is out of the ordinary way, in every sense.
Neoliberal Housing Policy considers some of the most significant housing issues facing the West today, including the
increasing commodification of housing; the political economy surrounding homeownership; the role of public housing; the
problem of homelessness; the ways that housing accentuates social and economic inequality; and how suburban housing
has transformed city life. The empirical focus of the book draws mainly from the US, UK and Australia, with examples to
illustrate some of the most important features and trajectories of late capitalism, including the commodification of welfare
provision and financialisation, while the examples from other nations serve to highlight the influence of housing policy on
more regional- and place-specific processes. The book shows that developments in housing provision are being shaped by
global financial markets and the circuits of capital that transcend the borders of nation states. Whilst considerable
differences within nation states exist, many government interventions to improve housing often fall short. Adopting a
structuralist approach, the book provides a critical account of the way housing policy accentuates social and economic
inequalities and identifies some of the significant convergences in policy across nations states, ultimately offering an
explanation as to why so many ‘inequalities’ endure. It will be useful for anyone in professional housing management/social
housing programmes as well as planning, sociology (social policy), human geography, urban studies and housing studies
programmes.
This book examines the history of the Pioneer Health Centre in Peckham, South London, and the various offshoots to which
it gave rise. A world-renowned experiment in health-creation, it was nevertheless forced to close in 1950; but its example
and ideas have continued to inspire doctors, public health workers and community-builders. The text investigates the
reasons why the Pioneer Health Centre and other initiatives have found it difficult to make headway. It looks at factors such
as financial and administrative problems, various vested interests (including those of pharmaceutical companies and the
medical profession), and, underlying these considerations, the tension between the principles of Hygiea (the goddess of
healthy living) and Aesculapius (the god of healing and surgery). Our culture values those who try to put things right more
than those who try to ensure they do not go wrong in the first place. The book opens with a thorough examination of the
concept of health, sets the Pioneer Health Centre in its socio-historical context, and shows how a number of contemporary
projects have been developed along broadly similar lines. It draws on many primary sources and on interviews with people
committed to the cause of “realising health”.
Urban Poverty and the Church
A Travel Guide Through Time
From Social Democracy to Market Liberalism through an English New Town
Living Life on the Edge of the Green Belt
Reimagining Administrative Justice
Brutal London
Out of the Ordinary
Examines a pioneering programme of urban development to rewrite the history of Britain's transition
from social democracy to neoliberalism.
Militant Modernism is a defence against Modernism's many detractors. It looks at design, film and
architecture - especially architecture — and pursues the notion of an evolved modernism that simply
refuses to stop being necessary. Owen Hatherley gives us new ways to look at what we thought was
familiar — Bertolt Brecht, Le Corbusier, even Vladimir Mayakovsky. Through Hatherley's eyes we see all
of the quotidian modernists of the 20th century - lesser lights, too — perhaps understanding them for
the first time. Whether we are looking at Britain's brutalist aesthetics, Russian Constructivism, or
the Sexpol of Wilhelm Reich, the message is clear. There is no alternative to Modernism.
For the first hundred years or so of their history, public libraries in Britain were built in an array
of revivalist architectural styles. This backward-looking tradition was decisively broken in the 1960s
as many new libraries were erected up and down the country. In this new Routledge book, Alistair Black
argues that the architectural modernism of the post-war years was symptomatic of the age’s spirit of
renewal. In the 1960s, public libraries truly became ‘libraries of light’, and Black further explains
how this phrase not only describes the shining new library designs – with their open-plan, decluttered,
Scandinavian-inspired designs – but also serves as a metaphor for the public library’s role as a beacon
of social egalitarianism and cultural universalism. A sequel to Books, Buildings and Social Engineering
(2009), Black's new book takes his fascinating story of the design of British public libraries into the
era of architectural modernism.
The Proceedings of the Third Annual Conference of the Construction History Society
Outskirts
An Illustrated Cityscape from the 1920s to the Present Day
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Estates
Libraries - Traditions and Innovations
The Kinks
Scotland the Bold
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